Kinetic Sprint, Cadence and Street E-bikes from EBH
The clear technology leader in value-priced
electric bikes, Kinetic fleet series e-bikes
come in medium and large frames. Colours
are black, white, yellow, silver, red, blue,
and green.
Sprint 7M

Kinetic controllers, motors and other critical electronic
equipment are designed by the renown Justin Lemire.
Our Sony hi-cap celled lithium batteries are known for
durability, ease of use, sheer capacity and tested to EU
required UN38.3 safety certification.

Street

Alloy rear rack
that hauls 25kg.

Cadence

Suspended
cush seat

LED F&R
lighting

Axa lock
framelock

The eZee heavy-duty wheel. It starts
with the internal Nexus gearing on
sealed bearings, radiates outward
with Scanvik cargo bike stainless
spokes, connects to a German
Weinman double-wall rim and hits
the road with a German Schwalbe
Marathon-Plus puncture-resistant
tyre. The rack and wheels can take
real loads on real journeys, year
after year, in any weather.
Stainless Steel Hardware- The years
and weather are kind to eZee bikes
in part because eZee uses stainless
hardware for the mudguard stays,
brackets, torque arm, and almost all
fasteners attached to the bike.

The Shimano Nexus Seven speed internal
Hub. Shifting through all its gears from a
standstill, it is far superior to a derailleur
for service work. A premium hub, it takes
near-zero maintenance and provides
maximum usability. It is sealed from dirt
and moisture, and the chain cannot fall
off. Includes the roller-disc brake.

The preferred e-bike in commerce
and government is also great for
rail trails and commuting. The
components are name brand
German and Japanese sourced and

Optional sturdy
basket installed
on alloy frame.
Strong, rustresistant and
perfectly handy
for commercial
or personal use.

The Kinetic 300
watt front hub
motor. Made in
the eZee factory,
it is 20% more
powerful than
the EU standard,
tough enough
for commercial
use & standard
on the our NZ
bikes.
Centre stand, if
you use a centre
stand, you will
never want to
use a side stand
again. A must for
real transport as
loading the bike
is done securely
in the upright
position.

the assembly is superbly done.

Electric Bike Hub- exclusive importers of Kinetic www.electricbikehub.co.nz Phone-03 545 1122

